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Abstract 15 

 16 

The cerebellum is crucial for various associative sensorimotor behaviors. Delay 17 

eyeblink conditioning (DEC) depends on the simplex lobule-interposed nucleus (IN) 18 

pathway, yet it is unclear how other cerebellar modules cooperate during this task. 19 

Here, we demonstrate the contribution of the vermis-fastigial nucleus (FN) pathway in 20 

controlling DEC. We found that task-related modulations in vermal Purkinje cells and 21 

FN neurons predict conditioned responses (CRs). Coactivation of the FN and the IN 22 

allows for the generation of proper motor commands for CRs, but only FN output fine-23 

tunes unconditioned responses. The vermis-FN pathway launches its signal via the 24 

contralateral ventral medullary reticular nucleus, which converges with the command 25 

from the simplex-IN pathway onto facial motor neurons. We propose that the IN 26 

pathway specifically drives CRs whereas the FN pathway modulates the amplitudes 27 

of eyelid closure during DEC. Thus, associative sensorimotor task optimization 28 

requires synergistic modulation of different olivocerebellar modules that provide 29 

unique contributions.  30 
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Introduction 31 

 32 

Sensorimotor associative behaviors allow vertebrates to convert perceptions from the 33 

environment into specific motor executions. Pavlovian delay eyeblink conditioning 34 

(DEC) is an ideal model for studying the neuronal and circuit mechanisms for 35 

associative tasks in which the motor response is precisely timed with respect to 36 

sensory input1-3. In this paradigm, animals are presented with a neutral conditioned 37 

stimulus (CS) followed, at a fixed interval, by an unconditioned stimulus (US) that 38 

reliably causes an unconditioned eyeblink reflex (UR). Prior to conditioning, the CS 39 

does not elicit any motor output. After conditioning, animals associate the CS with the 40 

US and generate a well-timed conditioned eyeblink response (CR) during the CS-US 41 

interval.  42 

 It is well established that the acquisition and expression of DEC both depend 43 

on the cerebellum3-14. The well-defined modular topographical circuitry of the 44 

cerebellum provides a unique entry for studying the contribution of specific cerebellar 45 

cortical and nuclear regions to sensorimotor tasks. Landmark studies over the past 46 

several decades have provided key evidence for the roles of the simplex lobule in the 47 

cerebellar hemisphere and its downstream target, anterior interposed nuclei (IN) in 48 

DEC6, 8, 10, 11, 15-24. These regions receive both mossy fiber and climbing fiber inputs25, 
49 

26 which relay the CS and US signals, respectively5, 19, 22, 27, 28. Based on the activity of 50 

these inputs, various forms of synaptic and structural plasticity could occur at the level 51 

of Purkinje cells (PCs) during DEC learning15, 17, 29, 30, resulting in a prominent 52 

suppression in their simple spike activity19, 22, 31. As a consequence, IN neurons are 53 

disinhibited17, 24, 32, eventually driving conditioned, but not unconditioned, eyelid 54 

closure via the downstream premotor red nucleus (RN) and facial motoneurons15, 18.55 

 The extent to which other cerebellar modules also contribute to DEC33 remains 56 

an open question. Vermal PCs project to the fastigial nucleus (FN), which targets vast 57 

numbers of downstream brain regions34, 35. Indeed, FN outputs have recently been 58 

implied to play various roles in both motor and nonmotor tasks36-41. Anatomical studies 59 

using retrograde transneuronal tracing with rabies virus from the eyelid muscle 60 

(orbicularis oculi) have revealed prominent labeling in IN and FN, suggesting a 61 

potential role of the vermis and FN in controlling eyelid movements42, 43. Recent 62 

imaging studies also revealed CS-related modulation in the vermal (lobule V and VI) 63 
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PCs and granule cells44, 45. However, physiological, functional and anatomical 64 

evidence for the involvement of the vermis-FN pathway in controlling DEC is currently 65 

unclear. 66 

Here, we uncovered the involvement of a novel cerebellar vermis-FN pathway 67 

in the acquisition and expression of DEC, and we examined its interaction with the 68 

established simplex-IN pathway. We found that FN neurons and vermal PCs present 69 

CS-related modulation that correlates with CR amplitudes on a trial-by-trial basis. 70 

DEC-related modulation was observed exclusively in excitatory rather than inhibitory 71 

FN neurons. Interestingly, inhibiting FN output attenuated not only the acquisition and 72 

expression of CRs but also, unlike the inhibition of IN17, the expression of URs. 73 

Furthermore, we observed that FN and IN modules have distinct input and output 74 

patterns and that both modules need to be coactivated to generate optimal conditioned 75 

motor commands in the downstream facial motor neurons. Moreover, viral tracing and 76 

circuit-specific perturbation revealed the novel vermis-FN pathway controlling eyelid 77 

responses via its projection to the contralateral ventral medullary reticular formation 78 

(MdV). These data highlight a novel cerebellar pathway that cooperates with the 79 

canonical simplex-IN-RN pathway in mediating DEC and elucidate how different 80 

cerebellar modules interact synergistically, together covering a larger functional 81 

repertoire for associative sensorimotor behavior.  82 
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Results 83 

 84 

Task-related modulation of FN neurons during DEC  85 

Head-restrained mice were presented with a green light for 250 ms as the CS, 86 

coterminating with a 10 ms aversive periocular air puff as the US (Fig. 1a). Following 87 

7-10 consecutive days of training, expert mice responded to the CS with a well-timed 88 

CR prior to the onset of an UR (Fig. 1b). We subsequently measured the activity of FN 89 

neurons, ipsilaterally to the trained eye, by recording well-isolated single units in expert 90 

mice (Fig. 1c). Diverse modulation patterns were found in FN neurons (n = 162 units) 91 

in response to the CS (Fig. 1d, e) and US (Supplementary Fig. 1a-c). A majority of FN 92 

neurons (53%, Fig. 1d, e) increased their firing rates in response to the CS (termed 93 

facilitation neurons) by 64.4 ± 8.5% (mean ± s.e.m., n = 86 units). A minor portion of 94 

FN neurons (10%, Fig. 1d, e) decreased their firing rates in response to the CS 95 

(suppression neurons), with an average suppression of 33.2 ± 5.5% (mean ± s.e.m., 96 

n = 16 units). We next examined whether FN neuron modulation was specifically 97 

associated with conditioned eyelid closure or other concurrent movements that might 98 

occur during the CS-US interval. We compared the neuron activity during the CS in 99 

the trials in which mice successfully presented CRs (CR trials) with trials that did not 100 

show CRs (non-CR trials). FN modulation was significantly more prominent in CR trials 101 

than in non-CR trials (Supplementary Fig. 2a-d). Interestingly, FN activity was 102 

specifically associated with acquired eyeblink responses rather than spontaneous 103 

eyelid movements (Supplementary Fig. 2a-d). These activity features of FN neurons 104 

were comparable with those of IN neurons (Supplementary Fig. 2e-h). Both facilitation 105 

and suppression neurons had clear US-related modulation (Supplementary Fig. 1a, 106 

b). A discrete modulation feature was found particularly in neurons with both CS- and 107 

US-related facilitation (P < 0.001; Supplementary Fig. 1d). Only approximately 37% of 108 

FN neurons did not show significant modulation during the CS (no modulation cells, n 109 

= 60 units); meanwhile, they presented a weaker modulation to the US 110 

(Supplementary Fig. 1e). These results suggest that the activity of FN neurons is, at 111 

least partially, associated with eyelid movements during DEC. 112 

 We sought to further clarify the specific relationship between FN neuron activity 113 

and the amplitudes of CRs. For all FN neurons with CS responses, we analyzed the 114 

trial-by-trial correlation between the magnitudes of neuronal modulation and the 115 
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amplitudes of CRs17 (Fig. 1f-i). A group of FN neurons raised their facilitation peaks 116 

with an increase in CR peak amplitudes across trials (P < 0.05, linear regression, n = 117 

10 units; Fig. 1f, g). In other words, the modulation amplitudes of these FN neurons 118 

were faithfully correlated with CR peak amplitudes. Interestingly, we found a similar 119 

portion of facilitation neurons in which their CS-related modulation correlated 120 

negatively with CR amplitude (P < 0.05, linear regression, n = 5 units; Fig. 1h, i), 121 

suggesting diverse coding mechanisms for conditioned eyelid closure in FN neurons. 122 

To analyze the temporal relationship between FN activity and CR performance, 123 

we generated a three-dimensional correlation matrix for all modulating FN neurons 124 

(see Methods and our previous work17). In short, we computed the significance of trial-125 

by-trial correlations between FN neuronal activity and eyelid position at various epochs 126 

throughout the task. Significant correlations between FN facilitation and CR 127 

performance were found above the diagonal line of the matrix within the CS-US 128 

interval, revealing that the across-trial correlations were strongest when FN facilitation 129 

preceded eyelid closure (Fig. 1j). The peak correlation was found when FN neuron 130 

facilitation occurred 40 ms prior to the CR (Fig. 1j). In line with this, both the onset and 131 

peak timings of FN facilitation were significantly earlier than CR onset (P < 0.001, 132 

paired t-test; Fig. 1k) and peak time (P < 0.01, paired t-test; Fig. 1l). In contrast, FN 133 

neuron suppression had a minimal trial-by-trial correlation with CR performance 134 

(Supplementary Fig. 3a, b). Even so, the onset and trough timings of neuronal 135 

suppression were also significantly earlier than CR onset (P < 0.01, paired t-test; 136 

Supplementary Fig. 3c) and peak time (P < 0.001, paired t-test; Supplementary Fig. 137 

3d). Taken together, these results reveal a significant correlation between FN activity 138 

and the CR amplitude, especially in the facilitation neurons.  139 

 140 

DEC-related modulation in FN is specific for glutamatergic neurons  141 

Cerebellar nuclei comprise heterogeneous groups of neurons. In general, the large 142 

excitatory neurons in the nuclei are glutamatergic and project to diverse 143 

extracerebellar regions, whereas the GABAergic inhibitory neurons project mainly to 144 

the inferior olive and/or to local FN neurons46. To clarify which type(s) of FN neurons 145 

are recruited in DEC, we first expressed an excitatory opsin, ChrimsonR, in either the 146 

excitatory or inhibitory neurons by stereotaxically injecting AAV9-Syn-FLEX-147 

ChrimsonR-tdTomato into the FN of VGluT2-ires-Cre or Gad2-ires-Cre mice (Fig. 2a). 148 

ChrimsonR-expressing neurons showed robust short-latency facilitation (7.1 ± 4.2 ms 149 
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for VGluT2-Cre cells, 5.0 ± 4.2 ms for Gad2-Cre cells) in response to photoactivation 150 

(Fig. 2b, c and Supplementary Fig. 4) and therefore could be ‘opto-tagged’ as 151 

glutamatergic or GABAergic FN neurons. We identified 15 glutamatergic cells and 8 152 

GABAergic cells (Supplementary Fig. 4) and subsequently recorded the activity of 153 

these ‘opto-tagged’ neurons during DEC. Both CS-related facilitation (average 154 

facilitation 195.2 ± 39.6%, n = 7 units) and suppression responses (average 155 

suppression 67 ± 9.4%, n = 3 units) were found in the glutamatergic cells (Fig. 2d). In 156 

contrast, no modulation was observed in any of the GABAergic neurons, which was 157 

significantly beyond the chance level of detecting a modulating neuron in the FN (P = 158 

3.08x10-4; Fig. 2e). Therefore, it is likely that glutamatergic neurons were selectively 159 

or at least predominantly recruited in DEC.  160 

 FN neurons are innervated by PCs from distinct parasagittal modules47, 48. We 161 

sought to identify the cerebellar cortical regions that project to DEC-related FN 162 

neurons. We focused on FN neurons with CS-related facilitation, as these neurons 163 

were most prevalent and had significant trial-by-trial correlations with CR amplitudes 164 

(Fig. 1f-i). We performed single glass pipette juxtacellular recordings to identify 165 

neurons with CS-related facilitation in the FN (Fig. 2f). Subsequently, cholera toxin b-166 

subunit (CTB) in the recording pipette was injected in the vicinity of the identified region 167 

(Fig. 2g, left panel, see Methods). Retrogradely-labeled PCs were observed 168 

exclusively in the cerebellar vermis (Fig. 2g, right panel). Overall, CTB-labeled PCs 169 

were found in restricted parasagittal areas of vermal lobules IV to VIII, centered 170 

approximately 300 µm from the midline (Fig. 2h), corresponding to the b zone which 171 

receives its climbing fiber input from the caudal dorsal accessory olive (DAO)49. No 172 

labeled PCs were detected in the canonical DEC-related cerebellar region, i.e., the 173 

simplex lobule. Hence, DEC-related FN neurons are likely to receive task-related 174 

information from PCs in specific cerebellar vermal regions. 175 

 176 

DEC-related simple spike and complex spike modulation of vermal PCs  177 

Associative conditioning depends on the cerebellar cortex10, 13, 19, 22, 28, 32, 50. 178 

Conditioned PCs in the simplex lobule present a delayed simple spike pause in 179 

response to the CS, which is considered crucial for the acquisition and expression of 180 

CRs10, 19, 28, 50. Here, we asked what information vermal PCs encode during DEC and 181 

whether they share a modality with simplex PCs. To test the involvement of vermal 182 

PCs during DEC, we recorded PC activity from vermal lobules IV to VIII ipsilaterally to 183 
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the trained eye, which we identified as the task-relevant regions for DEC (Fig. 2h and 184 

Fig. 3a). Well-isolated PCs were identifiable with their stereotypical simple spike and 185 

complex spike waveforms (Fig. 3b). A majority of the vermal PCs modulated their 186 

activity during the CS-US interval (Fig. 3c, d). Specifically, one-third of the PCs 187 

decreased their simple spike firing rates during the CS-US interval (SS suppression, 188 

firing rate decreased 18.9 ± 2.9%, n = 23 units; Fig. 3c, d), similar to the PC activity 189 

pattern in the simplex lobule during DEC19, 28, 31. Another group of PCs increased their 190 

simple spike firing rates in response to the CS (SS facilitation, firing rate increased 191 

29.5 ± 4.5%, n = 26 units; Fig. 3c). Compared to a clear CS-related modulation during 192 

CR trials, cells exhibiting either SS suppression or facilitation had weaker modulation 193 

in the non-CR trials and minimal activity changes in response to a spontaneous blink 194 

(Supplementary Fig. 5), further supporting the task specificity of their modulation. US-195 

related simple spike modulations were identified in both SS suppression and SS 196 

facilitation PCs (Supplementary Fig. 6a, b). However, a significant correlation between 197 

the CS- and US-related modulation amplitude was only found in the PCs exhibiting SS 198 

suppression (Supplementary Fig. 6c).  199 

Given the significant trial-by-trial correlation between FN firing rate and CR 200 

amplitude (Fig. 1f-i), we next analyzed the relationship between simple spike 201 

modulation and CR peak amplitude on a trial-by-trial basis. Indeed, a positive 202 

correlation was found in PCs exhibiting SS suppression (linear regression, P < 0.05, 203 

n = 8 units; Fig. 3e, f). The temporal relation between SS suppression and the CR 204 

amplitude was further analyzed with a correlation matrix (see Methods), showing that 205 

the strongest correlation occurred 40 ms prior to the US (Fig. 3g). For PCs with SS 206 

facilitation, their activity minimally correlated with CR amplitudes on a trial-by-trial 207 

basis (linear regression, P < 0.05, n = 1 unit; Supplementary Fig. 7a, b). We found that 208 

both the onset and peak of CS-related modulation occurred earlier than the initiation 209 

and peak timing of CR, in PCs exhibiting either SS facilitation or suppression (Fig. 3h 210 

and Supplementary Fig. 7c). Taken together, these results reveal a novel cerebellar 211 

cortical module for DEC and suggest that SS suppression in vermal PCs might in turn 212 

facilitate FN neurons and modulate the timing and amplitude of eyelid closure during 213 

DEC.  214 

CS-related complex spikes in the PCs of simplex lobule encode crucial 215 

instructive signals for CR acquisition and expression19, 22, 28. We next opted to address 216 

whether PCs in the vermal DEC region also have specific complex spike firing patterns 217 
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in response to the CS and US. In total, 29 vermal PCs significantly increased their 218 

complex spike firing rate following CS (CpxCS, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P < 0.05; Fig. 219 

4a). Among these PCs, 23 neurons presented short-latency complex spikes in 220 

response to the US (CpxUS, 26.9 ± 2.6 ms after US, Supplementary Fig. 8a), 41.9 ± 221 

2.8 ms before the UR peak (mean ± s.e.m., Supplementary Fig. 8c). The other 6 222 

neurons with CpxCS were not significantly modulated following US (Supplementary Fig. 223 

8b). Similar to previous findings in simplex lobule PCs22, the modulation amplitude of 224 

vermal CpxCS correlated with CpxUS in trained mice (Supplementary Fig. 8d).  225 

 Given the different properties of the CS-related simple spike modulations (Fig. 226 

3 and Supplementary Fig. 7), it is possible that the CpxCS of PCs exhibiting SS 227 

suppression carries different information for CRs from those of PCs exhibiting SS 228 

facilitation. We therefore investigated the relation between the CpxCS activity and their 229 

corresponding CR performance in terms of timing and amplitude. PCs with CpxCS were 230 

categorized based on their simple spike activity during CR (Fig. 4a). Interestingly, 231 

whereas CpxCS was prevalently detected in both PCs demonstrating SS suppression 232 

and PCs demonstrating facilitation (n = 12 for each), only the CpxCS of PCs exhibiting 233 

SS suppression had an earlier onset timing than eyelid closure (paired t-test, P < 0.05; 234 

Fig. 4b). For each individual neuron, the CpxCS demonstrated a consistent latency 235 

despite the variable initiation of CR (Fig. 4c, d). To examine the relation between CpxCS 236 

and CR amplitudes, we divided the trials based on the occurrence of CpxCS. Mice had 237 

larger CR amplitudes when CpxCS occurred within the 50-250 ms window after CS 238 

delivery (paired t-test, P < 0.01; Fig. 4e, f); this correlation was only found in the PCs 239 

showing SS suppression (Fig. 4e-g). Hence, our results not only uncover the relation 240 

between SS suppression of vermal PCs and behavior, but also highlight the role of 241 

vermal PC CpxCS in DEC. 242 

 243 

Shared and distinct contributions of FN and IN outputs to DEC learning and 244 

behavior 245 

Our results unequivocally demonstrate task-related modulation in the vermis-FN 246 

module. Since the majority of FN neurons increased their firing rates during the CS-247 

US interval (Fig. 1d-j) and task-related modulation was found solely in excitatory 248 

neurons (Fig. 2d), we examined the necessity of FN output for controlling DEC by 249 

pharmacologically inhibiting FN neuron activity with the GABAA receptor agonist 250 

muscimol51 (Fig. 5a). Precise muscimol injection targeting the FN, ipsilaterally to the 251 
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trained eye, largely abolished CRs in conditioned mice (Fig. 5b, c). Interestingly, 252 

inhibiting FN activity also suppressed eyelid closure in response to the US by reducing 253 

the UR peak amplitudes over 40% (Fig. 5b, c). Both CR and UR performance 254 

recovered fully after washing out the muscimol (Fig. 5b, c). These results suggest the 255 

functional necessity of FN neuron activity for CR and UR performance during DEC.  256 

 To pinpoint whether FN modulation, specifically during the CS-US interval, is 257 

essential for CRs and URs, we transiently suppressed FN activity during the CS-US 258 

interval by photoactivating the axon terminals of ChR2-expressing PCs in L7Cre-Ai27 259 

mice (Fig. 5d). Light intensity (470 nm wavelength, < 1.5 mW) was carefully adjusted 260 

so that no obvious aversive behavior, locomotion impairment, or suppression of the 261 

neighboring IN neurons was observed under this condition (see control data in our 262 

previous work38). Similar to the effects of long-term muscimol inhibition, transient 263 

suppression of FN output within the CS-US interval sufficiently impaired the CR, as 264 

well as UR performance (Fig. 5e, f). In contrast, optogenetic inhibition of IN output 265 

during the CS-US interval specifically suppressed the CR, leaving the UR intact (Fig. 266 

5g-i). To further exclude the possibility that inhibiting FN activity could impair IN 267 

facilitation during DEC, we recorded task-related activity in the IN while optogenetically 268 

inhibiting the FN during the CS-US interval (Fig. 5j). Despite the significant 269 

suppression of behavior, inhibiting FN output enhanced task-related modulation in IN 270 

neurons (Fig. 5k, l). Therefore, it is unlikely that inhibiting FN activity affects eyelid 271 

closure due to its effect on IN facilitation. Taken together, our results suggest that FN 272 

and IN outputs are both essential for CR expression; the different effects of FN/IN 273 

inhibition on URs indicate distinct mechanisms of these two cerebellar modules in 274 

mediating eyelid movement during DEC. 275 

Previous studies have established a crucial role for the IN in driving eyelid 276 

closure during DEC learning and behavior8, 17, 52-56. To further illustrate the functional 277 

distinction between FN and IN pathways, we examined whether FN output could also 278 

directly drive eyelid closure. We electrically activated either the IN or the FN in naive 279 

mice (Supplementary Fig. 9a, b). In line with previous findings8, eyelid closure was 280 

robustly elicited by electrical activation of the IN with graded current intensities 281 

(Supplementary Fig. 9b, c). However, the same electrical stimulation conditions in the 282 

FN region inadequately drove eyelid closure (Supplementary Fig. 9a, c), supporting 283 

that FN facilitation is not the direct driver for eyelid closure during DEC. Therefore, our 284 

results reveal the functional similarity and difference of two cerebellar modules in 285 
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controlling eyelid closure and highlight the unique role of FN in modulating, but not 286 

driving, CR and UR performance. 287 

We next tested whether the vermis-FN module was also required for the 288 

acquisition of CR by using chemogenetic (long-term) and optogenetic (timing-specific) 289 

suppression of FN outputs throughout DEC training. Inhibitory DREADDs were virally 290 

expressed in the FN unilateral to the eye that received DEC training, and tdTomato 291 

was delivered to control mice (Fig. 6a). The activity of DREADD-expressing FN 292 

neurons in awake mice was significantly decreased after i.p. clozapine-N-oxide (CNO) 293 

administration (Fig. 6b, c). Therefore, we injected CNO daily in both groups, 15-20 min 294 

prior to DEC training for 10 days in a row. CR acquisition (CR amplitude and probability) 295 

in the DREADD-inhibition group was significantly impaired compared to that of the 296 

control group (maximum likelihood estimation, P < 0.001; Fig. 6d, e). After these 10 297 

training days, we tested the acquisition outcome with the CNO injection omitted on 298 

day 11, showing that, compared to the control group, the DREADD-expressing mice 299 

had significantly smaller CR amplitude and probability (Fig. 6f). To control for potential 300 

effects of chronic DREADD expression or CNO administration on DEC training, we 301 

next optogenetically activated vermal PCs in L7Cre-Ai27 animals, which allowed us to 302 

transiently suppress FN activity, specifically during the training epoch. Optic light (470 303 

nm wavelength, < 1.5 mW, as in Fig. 5d-i) was given to the ipsilateral FN of the training 304 

eyes in both L7Cre-Ai27 and control (wild-type) mice. Similar to the DREADD 305 

experiment, CR acquisition was significantly impaired during the 10 training days 306 

(maximum likelihood estimation, P < 0.001; Fig. 6g, h), and CR performance was 307 

significantly smaller in amplitude and lower in probability on test day 11 (optic light 308 

omitted; Fig. 6i). Therefore, the vermis-FN module is crucial not only for mediating CR 309 

and UR expression in conditioned mice but also for optimal CR acquisition during the 310 

DEC learning process. 311 

 312 

Synergistic activation of the IN and FN pathways is permissive for movements     313 

To determine how two cerebellar modules synergistically contribute to eyelid closure 314 

during DEC and to clarify the integration of these cerebellar outputs in generating 315 

eyelid motor commands, we recorded the motor neurons of eyelid muscles during 316 

DEC, while photoinhibiting either IN or FN output in the same animal (Fig. 7a). The 317 

eyelid muscle (orbicularis oculi) is controlled by motor neurons of the facial nucleus 318 

(7N) 42, 43, 57, which can be readily identified by their anatomical location (see 319 
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Supplementary Table 1) and activity patterns during spontaneous as well as DEC-320 

induced eyelid closures (Fig. 7b). When we inhibited either IN or FN output during the 321 

CS-US interval, CS-related modulation in the 7N neurons was consistently significantly 322 

reduced (n = 19 units; Fig. 7c-f). Moreover, in 7 out of the 19 cells, these manipulations 323 

even suppressed the 7N neuron firing rates below the baseline CS response levels 324 

(Fig. 7f, upper panel). The average decrease in 7N neuron activity following CS was 325 

comparable for IN- and FN-inhibition trials, resulting in a decrease to 6.7 ± 19.9% and 326 

-13.8 ± 24.9% of the baseline, respectively. The effects of inhibiting the IN or the FN 327 

were supralinear in that the arithmetic sum of reduction in 7N activity by FN plus IN 328 

inhibition was 207% of the average CS-related modulation amplitude in control trials 329 

(P < 0.03). In contrast, only inhibiting FN output, but not IN output, suppressed the US-330 

related modulation of 7N neurons to 29.5 ± 20.1% (Fig. 7f, lower panel), which was 331 

consistent with the behavioral outcome. Thus, our data indicate that both IN and FN 332 

outputs are essential for 7N motor neuron modulation during DEC, suggesting that 333 

synergistic activation of the IN and FN pathways is permissive for generating motor 334 

commands for CRs, whereas only the FN, not the IN, contributes to the activation of 335 

7N neurons during URs.   336 

      337 

FN-MdV and IN-RN pathways converge onto the 7N and regulate DEC 338 

Cerebellar circuits are organized in repetitive parasagittal modules47, 58. Previous 339 

studies have unequivocally established a key cerebellar pathway for DEC, in which IN 340 

neurons innervate the premotor neurons in the RN that subsequently excite the 7N 341 

motor neurons responsible for eyelid movements42, 43, 57. Since we uncovered an 342 

additional cerebellar pathway for DEC, i.e., the vermis-FN pathway, and this pathway 343 

contributes synergistically with the simplex lobule-IN pathway, we sought to clarify the 344 

anatomical organization of the vermis-FN pathway for DEC by combining anterograde 345 

tracing of AAV1-CB7-RFP from the FN with retrograde tracing of AAVretro-CAG-GFP 346 

in the ipsilateral 7N (Fig. 8a) and surveying the extracerebellar regions that link FN 347 

output to the 7N. Unlike the dense innervation from the IN, the contralateral RN 348 

received extremely sparse projections from the FN (Fig. 8b and Supplementary 10a, 349 

d, e), suggesting that DEC-related FN neurons are unlikely to control eyelid closure 350 

via the RN. However, we observed extensive overlaps of FN axons with retrogradely 351 

labeled neurons from the 7N in the contralateral ventral medullary reticular nucleus 352 

(MdV) (Fig. 8c, d), which received minimal projections from the IN (Supplementary 353 
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10b, c). Higher magnification images revealed that FN axon terminals formed close 354 

dendritic and somatic appositions with 7N-projecting MdV neurons (Fig. 8e). These 355 

anatomical findings suggest that the cerebellar vermal module controls 7N motor 356 

neurons via a discrete FN-MdV pathway.  357 

To examine whether the FN-MdV pathway may indeed mediate DEC, we 358 

manipulated this pathway by injecting Cre-dependent AAV1-hSyn-FLEX-SIO-359 

StGtACR2 in FN and retrograde AAVretro-hSyn-Cre-BFP in the contralateral MdV (Fig. 360 

9a). The inhibitory opsin StGtACR2 59 was expressed exclusively in the somas of MdV-361 

projecting FN neurons (Fig. 9b), which allowed us 1) to identify these neurons by 362 

optogenetics and to further examine their activity during DEC (Fig. 9c, d); 2) to 363 

examine the effects of specifically perturbing the FN-MdV pathway on CR and UR 364 

performance (Fig. 9e, f). Among the 15 identified ‘opto-tagged’ MdV-projecting FN 365 

neurons (Fig. 9c), 40% showed CS-related modulation (Fig. 8d), supporting the 366 

involvement of the FN-MdV pathway in DEC. In trained animals, both CR probability 367 

and amplitudes were significantly suppressed when we photoinhibited the FN-MdV 368 

pathway (paired t-test, P < 0.01; Fig. 9e), which was consistent with our results of 369 

pharmacological inhibition of FN (Fig. 5a-c) and optogenetic perturbation of the 370 

vermis-FN module (Fig. 5d-f). Likewise, UR amplitudes were also significantly 371 

impaired by inhibiting the FN-MdV pathway (paired t-test, P < 0.01; Fig. 9f). Thus, the 372 

FN-MdV pathway differed not only anatomically but also functionally from the IN-RN 373 

pathway in that it is crucial for modulating both the CR and the UR during DEC. 374 

Taken together, our results uncover a novel vermis-FN-MdV pathway for the 375 

associative DEC, and shed light on the potential convergence and synergy in 376 

controlling downstream motor neurons to fine-tune eyelid movements (Fig. 9g). 377 

Therefore, our study provides new insights into the anatomical and physiological 378 

framework for studying cerebellar multimodular interactions during associative motor 379 

learning.  380 
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Discussion  381 

 382 

In this study, we provide evidence for the involvement of a novel FN-MdV pathway in 383 

associative learning and behavior, showing how it may interact and cooperate with the 384 

canonical IN-RN pathway during DEC. We found well-timed modulations in a group of 385 

excitatory FN neurons in response to the CS and US, sufficiently allowing the 386 

prediction of the CR amplitude on a trial-by-trial basis. Consistent with the DEC-related 387 

modulation in the FN, its upstream vermal PCs showed modulations of both their 388 

simplex spikes and complex spikes in relation to both the CS and US. Reversible 389 

manipulations of the vermis-FN module revealed the functional necessity of this 390 

pathway for CR acquisition and expression as well as UR performance. Using 391 

anatomical tracing, we demonstrated that the FN-MdV pathway directly projects to the 392 

facial nucleus, facilitating cooperation with the IN-RN pathway in regulating 7N motor 393 

neuron activity. Taken together, our findings indicate that the vermis-FN-MdV pathway 394 

plays a role in modulating both CRs and URs, while the well-established simplex-IN-395 

RN pathway is the main circuitry driving CRs. These data highlight that conditioned 396 

and unconditioned sensorimotor behaviors can be controlled by different cerebellar 397 

modules in a distributed, yet synergistic manner.  398 

 399 

The Vermis-FN-MdV module is essential for eyelid closure during DEC 400 

We found that excitatory FN neurons and vermal PCs had task-related modulation in 401 

response to a CS and a US, which is consistent with recent in-vivo calcium imaging 402 

studies, revealing the involvement of vermal (lobule V and VI) PCs and granule cells 403 

during DEC44, 45. A subpopulation of these FN neurons and PCs might be recruited 404 

specifically for modulating the amplitudes of conditioned eyelid closure, as is evident 405 

from the trial-by-trial correlation between their activities and CR amplitudes (Fig. 1 and 406 

3). In addition, we observed that CS-related modulations of FN neurons and vermal 407 

PCs were stronger in CR trials compared to those in non-CR trials, further supporting 408 

the task specificity of these neuronal activities in the vermal-FN module. Our data 409 

cannot completely rule out the possibility that some FN neurons and/or vermal PCs 410 

may encode other concurrent behaviors during DEC, including related body 411 

movements, preparatory muscle tone or vestibular signals. However, these behaviors 412 
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possibly need to be controlled by the same group of cerebellar neurons, rendering a 413 

synergistic coordination of different movements during DEC. Such concerted actions 414 

are in line with recent results from Heiney and colleagues who showed that neurons 415 

from the classic simplex-IN module also contribute to coordinating other body 416 

movements during DEC60.  417 

By using reversible pharmacological, optogenetic and chemogenetic 418 

interventions in FN, we show that the vermis-FN module is essential for both the 419 

acquisition and expression of CRs. These results are in line with a recent study from 420 

Giovannucci and colleagues (Supplementary Fig. 5 of ref.45), showing that muscimol 421 

inhibition of vermal lobule VI, likely the area projecting to the FN, impairs CR 422 

amplitudes in trained mice45. The learning deficits were evident on the test day with 423 

FN inhibition omitted (Fig. 6f, i), suggesting that FN inhibition directly affects the 424 

associative learning process rather than merely deregulating eyelid muscle tone. 425 

Previous rabbit studies of chronic lesions in the FN and/or vermis have suggested that 426 

their DEC (nictitating membrane conditioning in rabbits) does not critically depend on 427 

an intact FN or vermal cortex12, 13. This may be attributed to a difference in the level of 428 

compensation after reversible perturbations and irreversible lesions, and/or to a 429 

difference in the kinematic mechanisms of the conditioned eyelids in mice and the 430 

trained nictitating membrane responses in rabbits.  431 

Furthermore, the anatomical elucidation of the vermis-FN-MdV pathway agrees 432 

with previous rabies tracing studies, revealing the cerebellar and brainstem regions 433 

that control eyelid movement by connecting the motor neurons of the orbicular oculi 434 

muscle42, 43. Interestingly, in these rabies tracing studies, the MdV and RN appeared 435 

together as first-order labeled regions, ascending to facial motor neurons, whereas the 436 

FN and IN were found with coincidently labeled second-order connections, indicating 437 

two parallel pathways that project to the motor neurons of the orbicular oculi muscle. 438 

Accordingly, the excitatory projection from the FN to the medullary reticular formation, 439 

specifically the contralateral MdV, may enable important functions in motor control, as 440 

the MdV has been proven to mediate skilled motor behaviors61 and sensorimotor 441 

behaviors by modulating muscle tone61-64. In our experiments, targeted inhibition of 442 

the FN-MdV pathway impaired eyelid closure of both CRs and URs, suggesting that 443 

the vermis-FN-MdV pathway may be engaged during associative behaviors to 444 

modulate motor commands send to specific muscle groups. Here, we hypothesize that 445 
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FN output is crucial for gating the task-related movements, yet the motor signal that 446 

directly drives eyelid closure is conveyed from the IN. Electric activation of the IN, 447 

rather than FN neurons, drives eyelid closure in naïve mice (Supplementary Fig. 9). 448 

Hence, although both the FN-MdV and IN-RN pathways project to 7N motor neurons, 449 

it is likely that their involvement in generating motor commands is fundamentally 450 

distinct.    451 

 452 

Shared and distinct neuronal dynamics in different cerebellar modules 453 

Decades of landmark studies on DEC have achieved an unprecedented 454 

understanding of the cerebellar circuits for associative learning and behavior3, 5, 6, 8, 10-
455 

14, 17, 19, 22-24, 31, 32, 52, 54-56, 65, 66. PCs from the canonical simplex lobule-IN module have 456 

been shown to primarily modulate CRs by suppressing their simple spike activity and 457 

increasing their CS-related complex spike activity10, 19, 28. Our recordings from vermal 458 

PCs reveal very similar activity patterns, showing that simple spike suppression 459 

correlated well with the conditioned eyelid amplitude. In addition, these vermal PCs 460 

showed, similar to those in the simplex lobule17, 22, CS-related complex spikes that 461 

correlated well with the onset-timing and amplitude of the CRs. We observed PCs in 462 

both the simplex lobule19 and the vermis that show simple spike facilitation in response 463 

to a CS. The simple spike facilitation of these PCs had a weaker correlation with the 464 

CR amplitude than that of simple spike-suppression cells. At present, it is unclear what 465 

information that simple spike facilitation might encode for eyeblink conditioning. In 466 

principle, they may control antagonistic eyelid muscle relaxation or synchronize other 467 

movements that occur concomitantly during the CS-US interval.  468 

In line with the notable role of vermal PCs in DEC, we showed that facilitating 469 

FN neurons correlates well with the timing and amplitudes of CRs, which is reminiscent 470 

of how IN neurons probably control CRs8, 17. However, unlike IN neurons showing 471 

virtually exclusive positive correlations17, the activity of about half of the facilitation FN 472 

neurons showed a negative trial-by-trial correlation with CR amplitudes. Therefore, it 473 

is conceivable that the vermal PCs and FN neurons may comprise antagonizing 474 

functional groups, together actively regulating both the closure and the opening of 475 

eyelids. These differences in activity dynamics may stem from the specific input 476 

information to these cerebellar modules. Our retrograde tracing in the simplex lobule 477 
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and vermis showed distinctly, yet adjacent, labeled regions in the inferior olive and 478 

pontine nuclei (Supplementary Fig. 10f-h), suggesting that distinct climbing fiber and 479 

mossy fiber inputs to the cerebellar modules may contribute differently to associative 480 

behaviors.  481 

Despite the occurrence of the opposite correlations highlighted above, together 482 

with our previous work17, 19, most of the task-related FN and IN neurons showed 483 

increased activity during DEC19. This finding is in line with the fact that CR amplitudes 484 

tend to correlate best with simple spike suppression in both the vermal and the simplex 485 

PCs19. In this regard, it is intriguing that the proportion of FN neurons showing 486 

facilitation during DEC (approximately 53%) mismatches that of the vermal PCs with 487 

CS-related simple spike suppression (approximately 37%). We postulate that, using 488 

multichannel silicon probes, we sampled FN neurons and vermal PCs in an unbiased 489 

manner. Due to the high PC-cerebellar nucleus convergence ratio67, the chance is 490 

high that more task-irrelevant PCs were recorded. Second, sensorimotor information 491 

conveyed by the excitatory mossy fiber and climbing fiber collaterals22, 54, 68 may also 492 

directly facilitate FN neurons during DEC; hence, it is possible that inputs from specific 493 

vermal PCs and/or precerebellar mossy fiber and climbing fiber sources contribute to 494 

the relatively dominant facilitation of FN neurons during DEC. Further study is required 495 

to clarify the roles of mossy fiber and climbing fiber collaterals in the vermis-FN module 496 

during associative learning and behavior.  497 

The shared neural dynamics between the vermis-FN module and simplex 498 

lobule-IN module suggest that common inputs might facilitate synergy across different 499 

functional modules to a certain extent. With regard to the mossy fiber inputs, our 500 

results show that there is minimal overlap in their resources in the pontine nuclei. 501 

However, the mossy fibers innervate the granule cells that give rise to parallel fibers 502 

traversing many zones, which may well reach beyond the cerebellar vermis and 503 

hemispheres69, 70. A common relay of CS signal by beams of parallel fibers may be 504 

further corroborated via cerebellar nucleo-cortical feedback loops to the granule cell 505 

layer23, 71, 72, which indeed has been implicated to generate representations of 506 

predictive signals during DEC45. Likewise, the climbing fiber sources innervating the 507 

eyeblink regions in the vermis and hemispheres do not overlap in the inferior olive. 508 

Yet, here too, one fact must be aware of is that DAO neurons that project to the vermal 509 

eyeblink region are located just caudal to the neurons in the DAO that provides 510 

climbing fiber inputs to the simplex eyeblink region73, 74. It is exactly this transition zone 511 
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between the DAO and principal olive that receives prominent inputs from the trigeminal 512 

nucleus, i.e., the main source mediating US signals during DEC9, 19, 22, 31, 55. In addition, 513 

given the proximity of these two regions, these IO neurons are likely to be 514 

electrotonically coupled by dendrodendritic gap junctions73, further facilitating 515 

convergent multifunctional signaling75. In conjunction, this configuration may well 516 

explain why we found very similar short-latency complex spike responses in the vermis 517 

and lobule simplex following a US 73. Thus, both the simplex lobule and vermis may 518 

well have access to very similar CS and US signals. 519 

 520 

Multimodular control of sensorimotor tasks and functional implications 521 

Acquisition and expression of DEC require sophisticated and well-timed cerebellar 522 

coordination of attention, preparatory muscle tension, autonomic responses and 523 

concurrent body movements that systematically accompany eyelid movements10, 60, 76. 524 

A previous study has shown that associative learning induces the formation of new 525 

synapses in both the IN and the FN, indicating the structural plasticity of mossy fiber 526 

inputs in multiple cerebellar modules76. Current data highlight the possibility that the 527 

activity of different cerebellar modules can modulate behavior simultaneously during 528 

an associative sensorimotor task. Activity from both the simplex-IN module and the 529 

vermis-FN module is a prerequisite for generating conditioned eyeblink responses, 530 

suggesting that neither pathway is functionally redundant. Notably, the UR amplitude 531 

can be significantly affected by inhibiting the FN pathway rather than the IN pathway. 532 

These results imply that inhibiting vermis-FN-MdV activity generally deregulates the 533 

output of facial motor neurons. As FN neuron activity is prominent during DEC-related 534 

eyelid closure but not during spontaneous blinking, this modulation appears to play a 535 

role specifically for acquired sensorimotor behaviors. Taken together, we hypothesize 536 

that CS-related activity of the simplex lobule-IN-RN pathway serves exclusively as the 537 

driver for initiating CRs, while task-related modulation of the vermis-FN-MdV pathway 538 

may gate or fine-tune the excitability of facial motor neurons, which is critical for both 539 

conditioned and unconditioned reflexes. 540 

In addition, task-related FN output could impose additional control over the IN 541 

pathway during DEC (Fig. 5j-l). The FN projects to a myriad of downstream targets 542 

that play various roles in both motor and non-motor functions36-41. In this study, we 543 

mainly focused on the FN-MdV pathway, yet it is possible that MdV-projecting FN 544 
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neurons provide efference copies to many other brain regions by their collateral 545 

projections77. We observed that inhibiting FN output could directly affect task-related 546 

IN activity. This cross-modular effect indicates the presence of circuits for the 547 

synergistic control of different cerebellar modules, possibly via cerebellar nucleo-548 

cortical feedback loops23, 71, 72, cerebro-cerebellar loops38, 78, 79 or other brain regions 549 

that are currently unknown. Future examination of functional synergy across different 550 

cerebellar modules appears crucial to fully comprehend cerebellar coordination of 551 

sensorimotor behaviors.  552 
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Methods 574 

 575 

Mice 576 

All animal experiments were approved by the institutional animal welfare committee of 577 

Erasmus MC in accordance with the Central Authority for Scientific Procedures on 578 

Animals guidelines. Wild-type C57BL/6J (No. 000664) and transgenic Gad2-ires-Cre 579 

(No. 010802), VGluT2-ires-Cre (No. 016963), L7-Cre (No. 004146) and Ai27D (No. 580 

012567) mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory. All mice in this study were 581 

6-14 weeks old and were housed individually in a 12-hours light-dark cycle with food 582 

and water ad libitum. We used 37 mice for fastigial and Purkinje cell recordings for Fig. 583 

1-4, and each mouse contributed to multiple datasets except additional indication. We 584 

used 59 mice for behavioral, tracing and pathway specific perturbation experiments in 585 

Fig. 5-9.  586 

 587 

Viral vectors 588 

Adeno-associated virus AAV9-Syn-FLEX-ChrimsonR-tdTomato, AAV2-hSyn-DIO-589 

hm4D-mcherry, AAV9-hSyn-FLEX-tdTomato and AAV5-hSyn-Cre-eGFP were 590 

obtained from UNC Vector Core. AAVrg-CAG-GFP, AAV1-CB7-CI-TurboRFP, AAV1-591 

CB7-CI-eGFP, AAVrg-Cre-eBFP and AAV1-hSyn1-SIO-stGtACR2-FusionRed were 592 

obtained from Addgene. All viral vectors were aliquoted and stored at -80°C until used. 593 

 594 

Surgical procedures 595 

Mice were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane for induction and 2.5% for maintenance. 596 

Animals were fixed on a mouse stereotaxic surgical plate (David Kopf Instruments) 597 

with Eyes covered with DuraTears (Alcon Laboratories, Inc.), and body temperature 598 

was kept at 37 ± 0.5 °C constantly during operation. We injected bupivacaine (4mg/kg) 599 

intraperitoneally after surgery. 600 

For pedestal placement and craniotomy operation in all the behavioural or/and 601 

electrophysiology experiments, after removing hair over the scalp, we sprayed 602 

lidocaine (2.5 mg/mL) locally on the skin, and a vertical skin cut was applied to expose 603 
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the skull. The skull was pretreated with Optibond All-in-one (Kerr), and a 5.5 × 4.0 mm 604 

custom-made pedestal was attached to the skull with Charisma (Heraeus Kulzer). 605 

Mice were allowed to recover for at least two weeks after surgery and prior to behavior 606 

studies. For in-vivo electrophysiological experiments, a small craniotomy (F = 2.0 mm) 607 

was made on the skull over the recording sites. We built a chamber around the 608 

craniotomy with Charisma and sealed it with Picodent twinsil after recording.  609 

For intracranial viral/CTB injections, anesthetized animals were fixed on a 610 

mouse stereotaxic surgical plate. The skull was exposed, and the head was positioned 611 

so that the bregma and lambda were leveled. See the coordinates for different brain 612 

regions in Table S1. We gently lowered the glass capillary (tip opening F = 8 μm), and 613 

AAV viral vector/CTB was slowly injected in the targeted regions. Glass capillaries 614 

were left on the injection sites for > 5 mins before slowly retracted from the brain. To 615 

optogenetically perturb FN and/or IN neurons, a 2 mm long optical fiber (F = 200 μm, 616 

0.22 NA, ThorLabs) was inserted through a small craniotomy (F = 300 μm) and was 617 

chronically fixed to the skull with Charisma.     618 

 619 

Behavioral training 620 

Mice were head-fixed and suspended on a cylindrical treadmill in a light- and sound-621 

attenuated chamber. A light-emitting diode was presented approximately 7 cm in front 622 

of the animal as the conditioned stimulus (CS), together with a corneal air puff (tip 623 

opening F = 1.5 mm, 30 psi) placed approximately 1 cm to the left eye as the 624 

unconditioned stimulus (US). A paired trial is consisted of a 250 ms CS light, 625 

coterminating with a 10 ms US air puff. Mice were trained with 200 paired trials with 626 

10-15 s randomized inter-trial intervals for 7-10 days. In some cases, CS-only and US-627 

only trials were delivered every 10th trial. Eyelid position was real-time monitored by 628 

a 250 fps camera (scA640-120gc, Basler) and was digitized and acquired through a 629 

RHD2000 Evaluation System (Intan Technology) at 20 kHz sampling rate. Triggers for 630 

CS and US were controlled by a NI-PXI system (National Instruments) with using 631 

custom-written Labview codes.  632 

 633 

In-vivo electrophysiology 634 
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We used single-channel or multichannel electrophysiological acquisition system in this 635 

study. We recorded vermal Purkinje cells at a depth of 1.5-2.0 mm and FN neurons at 636 

a depth of 2.0-2.7 mm, as measured from the cerebellar surface. For single-channel 637 

recordings, a glass capillary (tip opening F = 2 μm) filled with 2M NaCl solution was 638 

slowly penetrated in the cerebellum till a well-isolated neuronal signal was observed. 639 

Neuronal signals were notch-filtered at 50 Hz, amplified and digitized at 20 kHz 640 

sampling rate by using Axon acquisition system (1440A， Molecular Devices 641 

Corporation). Multi-channel recordings (32-channles ASSY-32-E2 or 64-channles 642 

ASSY 77H-H2, Cambridge NeuroTech) were amplified and digitized on an Intan 643 

RHD2000 Evaluation System (Intan Technology) at 20 kHz sampling rate and were 644 

further analyzed offline using custom-written Matlab codes. In all electrophysiological 645 

experiments combined with DEC, at least 50 CS-US paired trials were given to animals, 646 

and neurons with a minimum of 20 CR trials were included in the datasets. In the 647 

recordings with optogenetic perturbations, at least 15 optogenetic trials were delivered.  648 

  649 

Optogenetic manipulation  650 

Electrophysiological recordings were carried out four weeks after AAV injection and/or 651 

optical fiber implantation. In all the optogenetic experiments, manipulations were 652 

applied in the FN/IN ipsilateral to the trained eye. We used an orange LED light source 653 

(M595F2, Thorlabs) to activate ChrimsonR and a blue LED light source (M470F3, 654 

Thorlabs) to activate ChR2 and SIO-stGtACR2. Optical light with 100 Hz pulse, 50/50 655 

duty cycle was controlled by a high-power light driver (DC2100, Thorlabs). Optical fiber 656 

was wrapped with light-isolating aluminum foil so that mice would not perceive the 657 

optogenetic light as a CS.  658 

To express ChrimsonR specifically in excitatory or inhibitory FN neurons, 659 

AAV9-Syn-FLEX-ChrimsonR-tdTomato was injected in the FN of VGluT2-Cre or 660 

Gad2-Cre mice. To identify the ChrimsonR-expressing neurons in-vivo, we first 661 

illuminated the orange light (125 ms, 4.5 mW) and recorded the neuronal responses 662 

in the FN. Only neurons with short-latency responses to the optogenetic stimulation 663 

(latency < 20 ms)80, 81 were included in the datasets for further analysis of their 664 

responses during behavior.  665 
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We used L7Cre-Ai27 mice to study the effects of activating Purkinje cells, hence, 666 

suppressing FN or IN neurons, on the acquisition and expression of DEC. Light 667 

intensity was adjusted to 1-1.5 mW so that no obvious aversive behavior, locomotion 668 

impairment or silencing of neighboring IN neurons were observed, as reported in our 669 

previous work38. In well-trained animals (Fig. 5d-l), at least 20 optogenetic trials, 670 

consisting of 250 ms blue light flanking the CS and US epochs, were randomly 671 

presented in 50 control trials (no photoperturbation). To examine the effects of 672 

optogenetic perturbation during learning (Fig. 6g-i), naive animals were daily trained 673 

for 200 trials with the same optogenetic condition mentioned above, for 10 consecutive 674 

days. On day 11, we omitted the optogenetic perturbation to test the effects of 675 

optogenetic perturbation on learning. In order to suppress FN or IN output while 676 

recording 7N neurons (Fig. 7), two optic fibers were implanted into the FN and IN of 677 

L7Cre-Ai27 mice. During recording, at least 20 FN-opto trials and 20 IN-opto trials 678 

were randomly placed in 40 control trials (no photoperturbation), and we targeted 679 

putative 7N motor neurons based on the stereotaxic coordinates (Supplementary 680 

Table 1) and their stereotypical firing patterns in response to eyelid movements.  681 

To specifically suppress the FN-MdV pathway in well-trained animals (Fig. 9), 682 

an inhibitory opsin stGtACR2 was expressed exclusively in the MdV-projecting FN 683 

neurons by simultaneously injecting a Cre-dependent AAV1-hSyn1-SIO-stGtACR2-684 

FusionRed in the FN and a retrograde AAVrg-Cre-eBFP in the MdV. At least 15 685 

optogenetic trials with blue light (4.5 mW) flanking the CS and US epochs were 686 

randomly placed in 50 normal CS-US paired trials (control) to test behavioral changes 687 

following FN-MdV pathway inhibition. We identified the stGtACR-expressing FN 688 

neurons by in-vivo recording the spike rate changes in response to optogenetic 689 

illumination, and further tested the activities of these ‘opto-tagged’ FN neuron during 690 

DEC.  691 

 692 

Electrical activation of FN/IN regions 693 

Craniotomy were made above the FN/IN stimulation sites. A stimulation glass 694 

electrode (tip opening F = 8 μm) filled with 2 M saline-0.5% alcian blue was lowed into 695 

the FN or IN based on their stereotaxic coordinates (Supplementary Table 1). Animals 696 

received stimulation (250 µs biphasic pulses, 200 ms pulse train, 500 Hz) in either the 697 
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FN or IN sequentially starting from 0.2, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 µA to maximum 1.2 µA. Eyelid 698 

movement was recorded and digitized as described above. Mice were sacrificed for 699 

histology after stimulation to confirm the stimulation locations. 700 

 701 

Pharmacological and chemogenetic Inhibition 702 

All the pharmacological and chemogenetic inhibition experiments were performed in 703 

the FN ipsilateral to the conditioned eye. To inhibit FN neurons in trained mice during 704 

DEC, we performed a craniotomy on FN three days before behavioral tests. A glass 705 

capillary with 0.05% muscimol (Tocris Bioscience, 0289)-0.5% alcian blue (volume 706 

ratio 1:1) was lowered into the FN region, and about 10 nL mixture was injected 5 min 707 

before DEC tests. Animals were sacrificed for histological check of the injection site. 708 

We expressed inhibitory DREADDs in FN neurons by coinjecting AAV2-hSyn-DIO-709 

hm4D-mcherry and AAV5-hSyn-Cre-eGFP (volume ratio 1:1) in the FN. CNO (Santa 710 

Cruz, sc-391002A) was dissolved in 2.5% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as stock (light 711 

shielded at 4 °C) and diluted with saline as working solution (0.6 mg/mL). Animals 712 

were intraperitoneally administrated with CNO working solution (3mg/kg) 15-20 min 713 

before training sessions for 10 days. On day 11, we omitted the CNO administration 714 

to test the learning outcomes. In order to prove effectiveness of the DREADD-CNO 715 

system, we recorded FN neuron activity changes over time after the CNO injection in 716 

awake mice (Fig. 6b, c).  717 

 718 

Histology and microscopy  719 

For vermal Purkinje cell retrograde tracing, goat ati-cholera toxin B subunit primary 720 

antibody (1:15000, List labs, 703) and biotinylated horse anti-goat secondary antibody 721 

(1:2000, Vector, BA-9500) were used. For VGluT2 staining, guinea pig anti-VGluT2 722 

primary antibody (1:750, Sigma-Aldrich, AB2251-I) and Alexa fluor® 488 donkey anti-723 

guinea pig secondary antibody (1:400, Jackson, 706-545-148) were used. For Gad2 724 

staining, rabbit anti-Gad65/67 primary antibody (1:1000, Sigma-Aldrich, AB1511), and 725 

Alexa fluor® 488 donkey anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:400, Jackson, 711-545-726 

152) were used. For GFP staining, goat anti-GFP primary antibody (1:5000, Rockland, 727 
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600-101-215) and Alexa fluor® 488 donkey anti-goat secondary antibody (1:200, 728 

Jackson, 705-545-147) were used. 729 

Animals were deeply anesthetized with intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital 730 

sodium solution (50 mg/kg) and perfused transcardially with saline, followed by 4% 731 

paraformaldehyde (PFA)-0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.4). Brains were removed 732 

immediately and post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA-0.1 M PB at 4 °C. Fixed brains were 733 

placed in 10% sucrose overnight at 4 °C and embedded in 12% gelatin-10% sucrose. 734 

After fixation in 10% formalin-30% sucrose overnight at 4 °C, serial coronal sections 735 

were cut with microtone (SM2000R, Leica) at 40 µm and collected in 0.1 M PB. For 736 

immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence purposes, sections were incubated 737 

subsequently with primary and secondary antibodies (see titrations above). All 738 

antibodies were titrated for working solution with 2% normal horse serum-0.4% triton-739 

0.1M PBS solution. Primary antibodies were incubated at 4 °C overnight, and 740 

secondary antibodies were incubated at room temperature for 2 h. After each 741 

incubation session, sections were gently rinsed with 0.1 M PBS (10 min, 3 times). For 742 

CTB immunohistochemistry, rinsed sections were additionally incubated in avidin-743 

biotin complex (volume ratio 1:1, Vector, AK-5200) for 1.5 h at room temperature. Next, 744 

labeling was visualized with DAB staining (1:150), and sections were mounted for 745 

microscopy. For all immunofluorescence sections, DAPI was used for general 746 

background staining. Bright-field images were captured with Nanozoomer (2.0-RS, 747 

Hamamatsu). For fluorescence imaging, we took overviews of the brains with a 10x 748 

objective on a fluorescence scanner (Axio Imager 2, ZEISS) or high-magnification 749 

images on a confocal microscope (LSM 700, ZEISS). Images were post-processed 750 

with ImageJ and Adobe Photoshop. 751 

 752 

Behavioral analysis 753 

As described in our previous work17, 23, to investigate the eyelid position changes in 754 

response to the CS and US, each trial was normalized to a 500 ms baseline prior to 755 

the CS onset. We removed trials with noisy baseline (spontaneous blinking) by 756 

performing an iterative Grubbs’ outlier detection test (α = 0.05) on the standard 757 

deviations of baseline. A CR trial was determined if eyelid closure exceeded 5% of the 758 

mean baseline, and CR onset was defined as the timing which eyelid closure 759 
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exceeded three SDs of the baseline value. Peak amplitudes of CR and UR were 760 

detected in a 50-250 ms window during the CS-US interval and a 100 ms window after 761 

US, respectively. To estimate the 7N neuron activity changes in response to 762 

spontaneous blinking, we detected spontaneous blinking events with prominent peak 763 

heights (> 10% maximum blink peak of the recording session) and aligned them at 764 

peak epoch. The sample size of spontaneous blink in each recording session was at 765 

least 20, which statistically meets the requirement for analyzing the corresponding 766 

neuron modulation.  767 

 768 

Electrophysiological analysis 769 

Single-channel recordings and Purkinje cell complex spikes were analyzed by using 770 

in-house developed code SpikeTrain (Neurasmus) in MATLAB17, 19. Raw recordings 771 

were band-pass filtered at 300-3000 Hz to subtract noise and field potential signals. 772 

We extracted spike events with amplitudes that crossed the threshold at three SDs of 773 

the baseline noise. We performed additional manual waveform sorting to Purkinje cell 774 

complex spikes based on the distinct features of an initial spike followed by high-775 

frequency spikelets. Neurons from multichannel recordings were sorted with 776 

JRCLUST 82, and all spike time was stored for further analysis. In order to determine 777 

the cell modulation is response to CS, only cells with more than 20 CR trials were 778 

included in the dataset. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of well-isolated units 779 

were constructed by superimposing the CS onset-aligned spike time in a shifting 780 

window (50 ms window size, 5 ms increment) which shifted from 500 ms before CS 781 

and onward, and were expressed as frequency. We conservatively performed CR 782 

modulation detection within 50-200 ms after CS onset due to the fact that the shifting 783 

window for PSTH construction went across CR and UR in the last 50 ms of CS. 784 

Baseline firing rate was calculated as the mean frequency in a 500 ms window prior 785 

to the CS onset. We determined firing rate changes in response to CS by subtracting 786 

the baseline firing rate from the frequency within 50-200 ms after CS onset. Cells with 787 

average firing rate changes (50-200 ms) more than 3 SDs of the baseline frequency 788 

were considered modulating in response to CS. We then discriminated the direction 789 

of modulation by linearly fitting the PSTH of spike frequency within the 50-200 ms 790 

window. Fittings with positive slopes were considered as facilitation, whereas with 791 
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negative slopes were considered as suppression. UR modulation was determined 792 

within the first 100 ms after US. As previously described17, spike rate change more 793 

than 5 Hz after US was considered as US-related modulation,.  794 

 795 

Correlations between neuronal activity and behavior 796 

To compare the temporal timing of neuron activity and behavior, PSTH of firing 797 

frequency (5 ms bin width) were generated without a shifting window. CR modulation 798 

onset was defined as the corresponding timing of the first value of PSTH (50-250 ms 799 

after CS onset) at which was more than 3 SDs of the baseline frequency. Modulation 800 

peaks were defined as the maximum values within the 50-250 ms window (CS-related) 801 

and the 250-350 ms window (US-related) after CS onset. To investigate the 802 

relationship between CR peak amplitudes and neuron activity on a trial-by-trial basis, 803 

we calculated the instantaneous firing frequency by summing spike counts in a 50 ms 804 

shifting window with a 5 ms increment. Across trials, CR peak amplitudes and 805 

extremums of firing rates (maximum for facilitation, minimum for suppression) were 806 

correlated by performing a linear regression model. To construct the temporal 807 

correlation matrix for multiple cells, we calculated the average r2 values of eyelid 808 

closure-neuron activity correlations in a -250-500 ms window (CS onset as 0 ms) and 809 

illustrated in heat maps. The most-correlated pixels were accentuated by comparing 810 

with all r2 values in the matrix neglecting their significance.  811 

 812 

Anatomy analysis 813 

To quantify the fluorescence signals from our tracing experiments, we first registered 814 

slices into the Allen Mouse Common Coordinate Framework (CCF)83 in order to 815 

standardize the brain slices across mice and to annotate nuclei. Detailed registration 816 

method has been described in our previous work38. Briefly, we manually selected the 817 

coronal plane from the CCF template (10 µm per voxel) that best corresponded to our 818 

section. Next, at least 30 control points were placed at the corresponding locations of 819 

section and CCF template. Sections were warped to the CCF template by using an 820 

affine transformation followed by a non-rigid transformation b-splines84. We quantified 821 

the connectivity of FN axons (RFP) and retrogradely-labeled cells (GFP) in the RN 822 
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and the MdV (Fig. 8b-d) by transforming the registered images into binary images. We 823 

then thresholded the fluorescence intensities for both channels at 85th-95th 824 

percentiles. Fractions of GFP overlapping RFP in the RN and the MdV were calculated 825 

with ImageJ and presented in individual mouse for statistics. To quantify the projection 826 

densities from the FN and IN in the MdV and RN (Supplementary Fig. 10a-e), same 827 

threshold (85th-95th percentiles) was applied independently to both channels of binary 828 

images, and area fractions were calculated for both FN and IN projections and 829 

presented in individual mouse for statistics. To quantify the common inputs projecting 830 

into the simplex lobule and the vermis (Supplementary Fig. 10g, h), we manually 831 

counted the retrogradely-labeled cells in the inferior olive and the pontine nuclei and 832 

presented the data in individual animal for statistics.  833 

 834 

Statistics  835 

All statistics were performed by using MATLAB, SPSS and GraphPad Prism. Behavior 836 

was illustrated as average of all trials ± standard deviation (SD). The neuron frequency 837 

changes were plotted as the average of all cells ± standard error of mean (s.e.m.), and 838 

sample sizes were displayed in the figure legends. Statistical comparisons were 839 

performed by using t-tests, repeated-measures ANOVA and restricted maximum 840 

likelihood model depending on the experiment and data specificity, unless stated 841 

otherwise. Statistical significance was defined as P < 0.05, and annotations were *P < 842 

0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 respectively. No significant difference was denoted as 843 

n.s.  844 
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Figures and Legends 1053 

 1054 

Fig. 1: Extracellular Electrophysiological Recordings of FN Neurons during DEC. 1055 
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a-c, Schematics of the experimental design. a, Head-fixed mouse is presented with a 1056 

green LED light as the conditioned stimulus (CS) and a periorbital air puff as the 1057 

unconditioned stimulus (US). b, Conditioned responses (CRs, green) emerge over 1058 

training days, prior to the onset of unconditioned responses (URs, red) during DEC 1059 

training. c, DiI-labeled recording track in the cerebellum showing the 1060 

electrophysiological recording location in the FN. Scale bar, 1 mm. d, Activity of FN 1061 

neurons during DEC. Top and middle rows: example traces of eyelid movement and 1062 

single unit activity of FN neurons with CS-related facilitation (left) and suppression 1063 

(right). Bottom row: group average of activity patterns for each modulation type (n = 1064 

86 for facilitation neurons; n = 16 for suppression neurons; mean ± s.e.m.). Green 1065 

shading indicates the CS-US interval. e, Fraction of FN neurons with different 1066 

modulation types. f, Heatmaps: an example cell with a positive correlation between 1067 

neuron activity (left) and CR amplitude (right). Each row in the left heatmap represents 1068 

a single trial recording and each row in the right heatmap represents the corresponding 1069 

CR amplitude of the same trial. Trials are ordered from top to bottom by their peak 1070 

facilitation amplitudes. Dashed lines indicate CS and US onsets. A positive trial-by-1071 

trial correlation between facilitation and CR amplitudes is shown in the right panel 1072 

(linear regression model, P < 0.001), and each dot represents a single trial. g, 1073 

Summary of all facilitation cells with a positive correlation (P < 0.05, n = 10). h, Same 1074 

as f, but for a neuron with a negative trial-by-trial correlation between facilitation and 1075 

CR amplitudes (linear regression model, P < 0.001). i, Same as g, but for cells with a 1076 

negative correlation (P < 0.05, n = 5). j, Average correlation matrix of 86 facilitation FN 1077 

cells. Each epoch indicates the mean r2 value of the trial-by-trial correlation between 1078 

the FN neuron activity and eyelid closure at a given time point throughout the task. 1079 

Most correlated epochs (bright pixels) are located above the diagonal line and before 1080 

US onset. CS and US onsets are denoted with dashed lines in both dimensions. k, 1081 

Summary of the relationship between facilitation onset and CR onset for all facilitation 1082 

cells (paired t-test, P < 0.001). l, Same as k, but for the relationship of peak timings 1083 

(paired t-test, P < 0.01).  1084 
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 1085 

Fig. 2: Task-related Modulation in Excitatory FN Neurons and the Identification 1086 

of DEC-related Vermal Regions. 1087 

a, Schematics showing viral injection, optical fiber implantation and multichannel 1088 

recording in the FN of VGluT2-ires-Cre or Gad2-ires-Cre mice. b, Expression of Cre-1089 

dependent ChrimsonR in VGluT2-positive FN neurons (left), showing a short-latency 1090 

response to 595 nm light (orange shading, right). The blue dashed line indicates the 1091 

timing at which the firing rate exceeds 3 SDs of the baseline frequency within 20 ms 1092 

after the light. Scale bar, 10 µm. c, Same as b, but for the Gad2-positive neurons. d, 1093 

Task-related modulation of VGluT2-positive neurons. Neurons are categorized based 1094 

on their CS-related modulations. Top and middle rows: example eyelid movement and 1095 

spike traces of individual cells. Bottom row: average firing rate of neurons with CS-1096 

related facilitation (left, n = 7), suppression (middle, n = 3) and no modulation (right, n 1097 

= 5). e, Same as d, but for the Gad2-positive neurons, without showing CS-related 1098 
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modulation (n = 8). f, Left: experimental design for FN neuron recording and CTB 1099 

tracing by using a single glass capillary. Right: a representative neuron showing CS- 1100 

and US-related facilitation (overlaying eyelid closure, upper right; PSTH, lower right) 1101 

during the CS-US interval. g, h, Iontophoresis of CTB localized to the recording site 1102 

(g, left, scale bar, 1 mm) and retrogradely-labeled Purkinje cells (g, right, scale bar, 1103 

20 µm) in the parasagittal vermis regions (h).   1104 
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 1105 

Fig. 3: Task-related Simple Spike Modulation in Vermal PCs.  1106 

a, Representative DiI-labeled recording tracks in cerebellar vermal regions (lobules 1107 

IV-VII). Scale bars, 1 mm. b, Representative waveforms (mean ± coefficient of 1108 

variation) of simple spikes and complex spikes from a single PC. c, CS-related simple 1109 

spike modulation in vermal PCs. Top and middle rows indicate example eyelid closure 1110 

and spike traces of individual PCs (*complex spikes); bottom: group average of simple 1111 

spike activity from PCs of each modulation type (blue: PCs with simple spike 1112 

suppression, n = 23; red: PCs with simple spike facilitation, n = 26). d, Fraction of PC 1113 

population with simple spike modulations. e, Example PC with a significant correlation 1114 
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between the simple spike suppression (left heatmap) and the CR peak amplitudes 1115 

(right heatmap) over trials. Each row represents a single trial, ordered from bottom to 1116 

top based on the magnitude of the simple spike suppression. The correlation of this 1117 

cell is shown in the right panel (linear regression model, P < 0.001), and each dot 1118 

represents a single trial. f, Summary of all PCs showing a significant trial-by-trial 1119 

correlation between simple spike suppression and CR peak amplitude (P < 0.05, n = 1120 

8). g, Average correlation matrix of 23 suppressed cells. Most correlated epochs 1121 

(bright pixels) are distributed across the diagonal line and before US delivery. CS and 1122 

US onsets are denoted with dashed lines in both dimensions. h, Comparison of the 1123 

timing of simple spike suppression and behavior. Simple spike suppression precedes 1124 

the CR both in onset (left, paired t-test, **P < 0.01) and peak timing (right, paired t-test, 1125 

***P < 0.001).   1126 
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 1127 

Fig. 4: Purkinje Cell Complex Spikes Encode CR-related Information. 1128 

a, Complex spike modulation during DEC. PCs with CS-related complex spikes (CpxCS) 1129 

are color-coded based on their simple spike (SS) modalities: suppression (CpxCS(SSS), 1130 

blue), facilitation (CpxCS(SSF), red) and no modulation (CpxCS(SSN), gray). Top row: 1131 

summary of eyelid responses (mean ± SD). Middle row: example complex spike 1132 

activity (raster plots of spike events) during DEC, and bottom row shows average 1133 

CpxCS activity of each PC population (left to right: n = 12, n = 12, n = 5). b, Comparison 1134 

between the timing of CpxCS (CpxCS latency) and the CR onset. Only PCs with simple 1135 

spike suppression showed an earlier occurrence of CpxCS than CR onset (paired t-test, 1136 

*P < 0.05). c, Comparison of CpxCS latency in trials divided into early (147.4 ± 23.6 1137 

ms) and late trials (196.8 ± 21.2 ms) based on CR onset. Example recording of CpxCS 1138 
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during the CS-US interval (firing rate PSTH, c, bottom) in the early and late CR trials 1139 

(c, top). d, Population summary showing no difference in CpxCS latency between early 1140 

and late trials in any category of PCs (paired t-test, P > 0.3). e, Comparison of CR 1141 

peak amplitudes in trials with and without CpxCS. The occurrence of CpxCS in the PCs 1142 

with simple spike suppression predicts a larger CR amplitude (paired t-test, **P < 0.01). 1143 

f, Example traces of CRs (top) with or without CpxCS (firing rate PSTH, bottom). CpxCS 1144 

is defined as the complex spikes that occur within 50-250 ms following CS onset. 1145 

Correlation of CpxCS occurrence and CR peak amplitude for three categories of 1146 

Purkinje cells is summarized in g. PCs with simple spike suppression (CpxCS(SSs), 1147 

blue) reside below the diagonal line.   1148 
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 1149 

Fig. 5: Effects of Perturbing the FN on the Expression of DEC and Modulation of 1150 

the Ipsilateral IN. 1151 

a, Example injection site of muscimol and alcian blue in the FN ipsilateral to the trained 1152 

eye. Scale bar, 1 mm. b, CR and UR performance of a representative mouse following 1153 

muscimol inhibition of the FN. Average traces of eyelid movement, in control (black), 1154 

by muscimol inhibition (cyan) and after washout (magenta) sessions from the same 1155 

mouse. c, Summary of the effects of muscimol on CR and UR performances (n = 3 1156 

mice, paired t-test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). d, Example cerebellar section showing 1157 

exclusive expression of ChR2-tdTomato in the PCs of L7Cre-Ai27 mice. An optic fiber 1158 

was implanted above the FN ipsilateral to the trained eye. Scale bar, 1 mm. e, f, Same 1159 
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as b, c, but for the optogenetic perturbation of FN neurons during the CS-US interval 1160 

(indicated in blue bar). Both CRs and URs were suppressed (n = 5 mice, paired t-test, 1161 

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). g, h, i, Same as d, e, f, but for optogenetic perturbation of the 1162 

simplex lobule-IN module. CRs, but not URs, were suppressed (n = 3 mice, paired t-1163 

test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). j, Scheme showing IN neuron recording during DEC with 1164 

photoinhibition of the ipsilateral FN in L7Cre-Ai27 mice. k, CS-related activity of IN 1165 

neurons during control trials (left) and FN-inhibition trials (right). Upper: raster plots of 1166 

an example IN neuron spike event. Lower: average activity pattern of all IN cells with 1167 

CS-related facilitation (n = 12 neurons). l, Comparison of CS-related facilitation of IN 1168 

neurons in control and FN-inhibition trials. CS-related facilitation of IN neurons is 1169 

enhanced in FN-inhibition trials compared to control trials (n = 12 neurons, paired t-1170 

test, **P < 0.01).  1171 
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 1172 

Fig 6. Effects of Inhibiting the Unilateral FN on DEC Acquisition.  1173 

a, Experimental design for chemogenetic inhibition of the FN during DEC training (left). 1174 

Inhibitory DREADD-hM4D (Gi) was expressed in FN neurons ipsilateral to the trained 1175 

eye (right), and tdTomato was expressed in control mice. Both control and DREADD 1176 

mice received a i.p. CNO injection 15-20 min prior to training. b, Representative FN 1177 

neuron responses from control and DREADD-expressing animals at early (left) and 1178 

late (right) stages of recording, following the CNO injection. c, Comparison of neuron 1179 

activity over time after the CNO injection in control (n = 37 neurons) and DREADD-1180 

expressing (n = 19 neurons) mice (repeated measures ANOVA, ***P < 0.001). d, 1181 

Progression of CR traces during DEC training in a representative DREADD mouse 1182 

(CS-US interval shown in red) and a control mouse (CS-US interval shown in cyan). 1183 
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e, Comparison of the CR acquisition during training (1-10 days), illustrated in the CR 1184 

peak amplitude (upper) and CR-trial probability (lower), in control (n = 8 mice) and 1185 

DREADD-expressing mice (n = 6 mice, maximum likelihood estimation, ***P < 0.001). 1186 

f, Comparison of CR performance on the 11th day with the CNO injection omitted. g-i 1187 

Same as in d-f, but for DEC training in mice with optogenetic perturbation. CR 1188 

acquisition is suppressed in L7Cre-Ai27 mice (n = 4 mice) compared to the acquisition 1189 

observed in the control group (n = 5 mice, maximum likelihood estimation, ***P < 1190 

0.001). Comparison of CR performance on the 11th day with opto-inhibition omitted. 1191 

  1192 
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 1193 

Fig. 7: Integration of FN and IN Signals in 7N Motor Neurons Synergistically 1194 

Controls Associative Behavior. 1195 

a, Experimental design of 7N neuron recording during DEC from L7cre-Ai27 mice with 1196 

either IN (left) or FN (right) inhibition. Arrow-headed lines indicate outputs from the IN 1197 

and the FN to 7N motor neurons. b, Putative 7N motor neuron activity during DEC and 1198 

spontaneous eyelid movements. Left: example recording of eyelid movement (upper) 1199 

and a 7N neuron (lower) showing spike rate increases in response to the DEC triggers 1200 

(marked with CS and US) as well as spontaneous eyelid movements (red arrowheads). 1201 

Right: average relative firing rate of all putative 7N motor neurons (n = 19) during 1202 

spontaneous blinking (peak-aligned, red arrowhead). c, d, e, Changes in behavior and 1203 

7N neuron activity in the control, IN-inhibition and FN-inhibition trials. Firing rate PSTH 1204 

of an example 7N neuron (middle row) during behavior (upper row), showing that both 1205 

IN and FN photoperturbations (blue bars) inhibited CR and neuron activity in response 1206 

to CS, while only FN inhibition suppressed UR and neuron activity in response to US. 1207 

Lower: average spike modulation of all 7N neurons (n = 19). Dashed-line trace 1208 

indicates the average activity during control trials in (c). f, Summary of changes in 1209 
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relative firing rates of 7N motor neurons in response to CS and US in control, IN-opto 1210 

and FN-opto trials (n = 19, paired t-test, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). CR and UR 1211 

modulation (∆Firing rate) are normalized to the corresponding firing rate changes of 1212 

the control session.  1213 
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 1214 

Fig. 8: Anatomical Tracing Reveals a Novel FN-MdV Pathway for DEC. 1215 

a, Sketch of the viral tracing strategy (left). Middle and right images: coronal sections 1216 

of the injection sites from an example animal. Retrograde GFP and anterograde RFP 1217 

were simultaneously injected into the ipsilateral facial nucleus (7N, middle) and FN 1218 

(right). Labeled fibers in the genu of facial nucleus (g7) confirm the targeting of the 7N. 1219 

Scale bars, 1 mm. b, Representative images of retrogradely-labeled neurons (green) 1220 

and anterogradely-labeled FN axons (red) at the level of caudal midbrain. The raw 1221 

image (left) is registered to the Allen Mouse Brain CCF (middle, see Methods) for 1222 

further quantification of the FN projection in the contralateral red nucleus (right image, 1223 

the RN is denoted by a dashed-line contour). c, Same as b, but for labeling in caudal 1224 

medullary regions. Colocalizations of 7N projecting neurons and FN axons are found 1225 

in the contralateral ventral medullary reticular nucleus (MdV, arrowheads in the right 1226 
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image). d, Comparison of colocalizations in the RN and MdV from 4 mice (paired t-1227 

test, *P<0.05). e, Confocal images of two example MdV neurons with FN axons 1228 

targeting their primary dendrite (top) and soma (bottom). Scale bars, b, c, 500 µm; e, 1229 

left column, 20 µm, right columns,10 µm.  1230 
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 1231 

Fig. 9: Optogenetic Suppression of the FN-MdV Pathway Affects CR and UR 1232 

Performance.  1233 

a, Schematics showing viral injections and the optogenetic inhibition strategy to 1234 

selectively identify MdV-projecting FN neurons and suppress the FN-MdV pathway 1235 

during DEC. b, Example image showing the somatic-targeting inhibitory opsin, 1236 

stGtACR2, exclusively in FN neurons (insert). Scale bar, 200 µm. c, FN neuron activity 1237 

during optogenetic stimulation. Top: raster plot of an example neuron showing spike 1238 

inhibition in response to optic light; bottom: average firing rate of all FN neurons in 1239 

response to optic light (n = 15). d, Activity of the same photoidentified MdV-projecting 1240 
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FN neurons in (c) during DEC. e, f, Effects of optogenetic suppression of the FN-MdV 1241 

pathway on behavior. Left column: average behavioral traces of an example mouse 1242 

during CS-only trials (e) and CS-US paired trials (f). Middle and right columns: 1243 

summary of behavioral performance. CR and UR amplitudes are significantly 1244 

suppressed in trials with optogenetic perturbation (n = 6 mice, paired t-test, **P < 0.01), 1245 

while UR timing is not influenced compared to control trials (n = 6 mice, paired t-test, 1246 

P > 0.05). g, Schematic drawing showing the proposed organization of the interposed 1247 

nucleus (IN) and the fastigial nucleus (FN) pathways for DEC. Solid lines denote direct 1248 

projections, and dashed lines indicate indirect innervations. Abbreviations: 7N, facial 1249 

nuclei; CF, climbing fiber; GC, granule cell; IO, inferior olive; MdV, ventral medullary 1250 

reticular nucleus; MF, mossy fiber; PN, pontine nuclei; RN, red nuclei. 1251 



Figures

Figure 1

Extracellular Electrophysiological Recordings of FN Neurons during DEC. a-c, Schematics of the
experimental design. a, Head-�xed 1056 mouse is presented with a green LED light as the conditioned
stimulus (CS) and a periorbital air puff as the unconditioned stimulus (US). b, Conditioned responses
(CRs, green) emerge over training days, prior to the onset of unconditioned responses (URs, red) during
DEC training. c, DiI-labeled recording track in the cerebellum showing the electrophysiological recording
location in the FN. Scale bar, 1 mm. d, Activity of FN neurons during DEC. Top and middle rows: example
traces of eyelid movement and single unit activity of FN neurons with CS-related facilitation (left) and
suppression (right). Bottom row: group average of activity patterns for each modulation type (n = 86 for
facilitation neurons; n = 16 for suppression neurons; mean ± s.e.m.). Green shading indicates the CS-US
interval. e, Fraction of FN neurons with different modulation types. f, Heatmaps: an example cell with a
positive correlation between neuron activity (left) and CR amplitude (right). Each row in the left heatmap



represents a single trial recording and each row in the right heatmap represents the corresponding CR
amplitude of the same trial. Trials are ordered from top to bottom by their peak facilitation amplitudes.
Dashed lines indicate CS and US onsets. A positive trial-by-trial correlation between facilitation and CR
amplitudes is shown in the right panel (linear regression model, P < 0.001), and each dot represents a
single trial. g, Summary of all facilitation cells with a positive correlation (P < 0.05, n = 10). h, Same as f,
but for a neuron with a negative trial-by-trial correlation between facilitation and CR amplitudes (linear
regression model, P < 0.001). i, Same as g, but for cells with a negative correlation (P < 0.05, n = 5). j,
Average correlation matrix of 86 facilitation FN cells. Each epoch indicates the mean r2 value of the trial-
by-trial correlation between the FN neuron activity and eyelid closure at a given time point throughout the
task. Most correlated epochs (bright pixels) are located above the diagonal line and before US onset. CS
and US onsets are denoted with dashed lines in both dimensions. k, Summary of the relationship between
facilitation onset and CR onset for all facilitation cells (paired t-test, P < 0.001). l, Same as k, but for the
relationship of peak timings (paired t-test, P < 0.01).

Figure 2

Task-related Modulation in Excitatory FN Neurons and the Identi�cation of DEC-related Vermal Regions. a,
Schematics showing viral injection, optical �ber implantation and multichannel 1089 recording in the FN
of VGluT2-ires-Cre or Gad2-ires-Cre mice. b, Expression of Cre dependent ChrimsonR in VGluT2-positive
FN neurons (left), showing a short-latency response to 595 nm light (orange shading, right). The blue
dashed line indicates the timing at which the �ring rate exceeds 3 SDs of the baseline frequency within
20 ms after the light. Scale bar, 10 μm. c, Same as b, but for the Gad2-positive neurons. d, Task-related
modulation of VGluT2-positive neurons. Neurons are categorized based on their CS-related modulations.
Top and middle rows: example eyelid movement and spike traces of individual cells. Bottom row: average
�ring rate of neurons with CS related facilitation (left, n = 7), suppression (middle, n = 3) and no



modulation (right, n= 5). e, Same as d, but for the Gad2-positive neurons, without showing CS-related
modulation (n = 8). f, Left: experimental design for FN neuron recording and CTB tracing by using a single
glass capillary. Right: a representative neuron showing CS and US-related facilitation (overlaying eyelid
closure, upper right; PSTH, lower right) during the CS-US interval. g, h, Iontophoresis of CTB localized to
the recording site (g, left, scale bar, 1 mm) and retrogradely-labeled Purkinje cells (g, right, scale bar, 20
μm) in the parasagittal vermis regions (h).

Figure 3

Task-related Simple Spike Modulation in Vermal PCs. a, Representative DiI-labeled recording tracks in
cerebellar vermal regions (lobules IV-VII). Scale bars, 1 mm. b, Representative waveforms (mean ±
coe�cient of variation) of simple spikes and complex spikes from a single PC. c, CS-related simple spike
modulation in vermal PCs. Top and middle rows indicate example eyelid closure and spike traces of
individual PCs (*complex spikes); bottom: group average of simple spike activity from PCs of each
modulation type (blue: PCs with simple spike suppression, n = 23; red: PCs with simple spike facilitation,
n = 26). d, Fraction of PC population with simple spike modulations. e, Example PC with a signi�cant
correlation between the simple spike suppression (left heatmap) and the CR peak amplitudes (right
heatmap) over trials. Each row represents a single trial, ordered from bottom to top based on the
magnitude of the simple spike suppression. The correlation of this cell is shown in the right panel (linear
regression model, P < 0.001), and each dot represents a single trial. f, Summary of all PCs showing a
signi�cant trial-by-trial correlation between simple spike suppression and CR peak amplitude (P < 0.05, n



=1121 8). g, Average correlation matrix of 23 suppressed cells. Most correlated epochs (bright pixels) are
distributed across the diagonal line and before US delivery. CS and US onsets are denoted with dashed
lines in both dimensions. h, Comparison of the timing of simple spike suppression and behavior. Simple
spike suppression precedes the CR both in onset (left, paired t-test, **P < 0.01) and peak timing (right,
paired t-test, ***P < 0.001).

Figure 4

Purkinje Cell Complex Spikes Encode CR-related Information. a, Complex spike modulation during DEC.
PCs with CS-related complex spikes (CpxCS) are color-coded based on their simple spike (SS) modalities:
suppression (CpxCS(SSS), blue), facilitation (CpxCS(SSF), red) and no modulation (CpxCS(SSN), gray).
Top row: summary of eyelid responses (mean ± SD). Middle row: example complex spike activity (raster
plots of spike events) during DEC, and bottom row shows average CpxCS activity of each PC population
(left to right: n = 12, n = 12, n = 5). b, Comparison between the timing of CpxCS (CpxCS latency) and the
CR onset. Only PCs with simple spike suppression showed an earlier occurrence of CpxCS than CR onset
(paired t-test, *P < 0.05). c, Comparison of CpxCS latency in trials divided into early (147.4 ± 23.6 ms) and
late trials (196.8 ± 21.2 ms) based on CR onset. Example recording of CpxCS during the CS-US interval
(�ring rate PSTH, c, bottom) in the 1139 early and late CR trials (c, top). d, Population summary showing
no difference in CpxCS latency between early and late trials in any category of PCs (paired t-test, P > 0.3).
e, Comparison of CR peak amplitudes in trials with and without CpxCS. The occurrence of CpxCS in the
PCs with simple spike suppression predicts a larger CR amplitude (paired t-test, **P < 0.01). f, Example
traces of CRs (top) with or without CpxCS (�ring rate PSTH, bottom). CpxCS is de�ned as the complex
spikes that occur within 50-250 ms following CS onset. Correlation of CpxCS occurrence and CR peak



amplitude for three categories of Purkinje cells is summarized in g. PCs with simple spike suppression
(CpxCS(SSs), 1148 blue) reside below the diagonal line.

Figure 5

Effects of Perturbing the FN on the Expression of DEC and Modulation of the Ipsilateral IN. a, Example
injection site of muscimol and alcian blue in the FN ipsilateral to the trained eye. Scale bar, 1 mm. b, CR
and UR performance of a representative mouse following muscimol inhibition of the FN. Average traces
of eyelid movement, in control (black), by muscimol inhibition (cyan) and after washout (magenta)
sessions from the same mouse. c, Summary of the effects of muscimol on CR and UR performances (n =
3 mice, paired t-test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). d, Example cerebellar section showing exclusive expression of
ChR2-tdTomato in the PCs of L7Cre-Ai27 mice. An optic �ber was implanted above the FN ipsilateral to
the trained eye. Scale bar, 1 mm. e, f, Same as b, c, but for the optogenetic perturbation of FN neurons
during the CS-US interval (indicated in blue bar). Both CRs and URs were suppressed (n = 5 mice, paired t-
test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). g, h, i, Same as d, e, f, but for optogenetic perturbation of the simplex lobule-IN
module. CRs, but not URs, were suppressed (n = 3 mice, paired t test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). j, Scheme
showing IN neuron recording during DEC with photoinhibition of the ipsilateral FN in L7Cre-Ai27 mice. k,
CS-related activity of IN neurons during control trials (left) and FN-inhibition trials (right). Upper: raster
plots of an example IN neuron spike event. Lower: average activity pattern of all IN cells with CS-related
facilitation (n = 12 neurons). l, Comparison of CS-related facilitation of IN neurons in control and FN-
inhibition trials. CS-related facilitation of IN neurons is enhanced in FN-inhibition trials compared to
control trials (n = 12 neurons, paired t test, **P < 0.01).



Figure 6

Effects of Inhibiting the Unilateral FN on DEC Acquisition. a, Experimental design for chemogenetic
inhibition of the FN during DEC training (left). Inhibitory DREADD-hM4D (Gi) was expressed in FN neurons
ipsilateral to the trained eye (right), and tdTomato was expressed in control mice. Both control and
DREADD mice received a i.p. CNO injection 15-20 min prior to training. b, Representative FN neuron
responses from control and DREADD-expressing animals at early (left) and late (right) stages of
recording, following the CNO injection. c, Comparison of neuron activity over time after the CNO injection
in control (n = 37 neurons) and DREADD expressing (n = 19 neurons) mice (repeated measures ANOVA,
***P < 0.001). d, Progression of CR traces during DEC training in a representative DREADD mouse (CS-US
interval shown in red) and a control mouse (CS-US interval shown in cyan). e, Comparison of the CR
acquisition during training (1-10 1184 days), illustrated in the CR peak amplitude (upper) and CR-trial
probability (lower), in control (n = 8 mice) and DREADD-expressing mice (n = 6 mice, maximum likelihood
estimation, ***P < 0.001). f, Comparison of CR performance on the 11th day with the CNO injection
omitted. g-i Same as in d-f, but for DEC training in mice with optogenetic perturbation. CR acquisition is
suppressed in L7Cre-Ai27 mice (n = 4 mice) compared to the acquisition observed in the control group (n
= 5 mice, maximum likelihood estimation, ***P < 1191 0.001). Comparison of CR performance on the
11th day with opto-inhibition omitted.



Figure 7

Integration of FN and IN Signals in 7N Motor Neurons Synergistically Controls Associative Behavior. a,
Experimental design of 7N neuron recording during DEC from L7cre-Ai27 mice with either IN (left) or FN
(right) inhibition. Arrow-headed lines indicate outputs from the IN and the FN to 7N motor neurons. b,
Putative 7N motor neuron activity during DEC and spontaneous eyelid movements. Left: example
recording of eyelid movement (upper) and a 7N neuron (lower) showing spike rate increases in response
to the DEC triggers (marked with CS and US) as well as spontaneous eyelid movements (red arrowheads).
Right: average relative �ring rate of all putative 7N motor neurons (n = 19) during spontaneous blinking
(peak-aligned, red arrowhead). c, d, e, Changes in behavior and 7N neuron activity in the control, IN-
inhibition and FN-inhibition trials. Firing rate PSTH of an example 7N neuron (middle row) during
behavior (upper row), showing that both IN and FN photoperturbations (blue bars) inhibited CR and
neuron activity in response to CS, while only FN inhibition suppressed UR and neuron activity in response
to US. Lower: average spike modulation of all 7N neurons (n = 19). Dashed-line trace indicates the
average activity during control trials in (c). f, Summary of changes in relative �ring rates of 7N motor
neurons in response to CS 1210 and US in control, IN-opto and FN-opto trials (n = 19, paired t-test, **P <
0.01, ***P < 0.001). CR and UR 1212 modulation (ΔFiring rate) are normalized to the corresponding �ring
rate changes of the control session.



Figure 8

Anatomical Tracing Reveals a Novel FN-MdV Pathway for DEC. a, Sketch of the viral tracing strategy
(left). Middle and right images: coronal sections of the injection sites from an example animal.
Retrograde GFP and anterograde RFP were simultaneously injected into the ipsilateral facial nucleus (7N,
middle) and FN (right). Labeled �bers in the genu of facial nucleus (g7) con�rm the targeting of the 7N.
Scale bars, 1 mm. b, Representative images of retrogradely-labeled neurons (green) and anterogradely-
labeled FN axons (red) at the level of caudal midbrain. The raw image (left) is registered to the Allen
Mouse Brain CCF (middle, see Methods) for further quanti�cation of the FN projection in the contralateral
red nucleus (right image, the RN is denoted by a dashed-line contour). c, Same as b, but for labeling in
caudal medullary regions. Colocalizations of 7N projecting neurons and FN axons are found in the
contralateral ventral medullary reticular nucleus (MdV, arrowheads in the right image). d, Comparison of
colocalizations in the RN and 1227 MdV from 4 mice (paired t test, *P<0.05). e, Confocal images of two
example MdV neurons with FN axons targeting their primary dendrite (top) and soma (bottom). Scale
bars, b, c, 500 μm; e, left column, 20 μm, right columns,10 μm.



Figure 9

Optogenetic Suppression of the FN-MdV Pathway Affects CR and UR Performance. a, Schematics
showing viral injections and the optogenetic inhibition strategy to selectively identify MdV-projecting FN
neurons and suppress the FN-MdV pathway during DEC. b, Example image showing the somatic-targeting
inhibitory opsin, stGtACR2, exclusively in FN neurons (insert). Scale bar, 200 μm. c, FN neuron activity
during optogenetic stimulation. Top: raster plot of an example neuron showing spike inhibition in
response to optic light; bottom: average �ring rate of all FN neurons in response to optic light (n = 15). d,
Activity of the same photoidenti�ed MdV-projecting FN neurons in (c) during DEC. e, f, Effects of
optogenetic 1241 suppression of the FN-MdVpathway on behavior. Left column: average behavioral
traces of an example mouse during CS-only trials (e) and CS-US paired trials (f). Middle and right
columns: summary of behavioral performance. CR and UR amplitudes are signi�cantly suppressed in
trials with optogenetic perturbation (n = 6 mice, paired t-test, **P < 0.01), while UR timing is not in�uenced
compared to control trials (n = 6 mice, paired t-test, P > 0.05). g, Schematic drawing showing the
proposed organization of the interposed nucleus (IN) and the fastigial nucleus (FN) pathways for DEC.
Solid lines denote direct projections, and dashed lines indicate indirect innervations. Abbreviations: 7N,
facial nuclei; CF, climbing �ber; GC, granule cell; IO, inferior olive; MdV, ventral medullary reticular nucleus;
MF, mossy �ber; PN, pontine nuclei; RN, red nuclei.
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